
 
 
 

Application Note #5467 
 
Distributed Ethernet Control Options 
 
Introduction 
 
The design of an Ethernet-based control system requires the engineer to choose 
how the data will transfer between devices.  Standard Ethernet controllers, third-
party IO, host PCs, and virtual multi-axis controllers can be combined in a wide 
variety of configurations that best suit the specific machine design.  This 
application note describes the implementation of three general styles of 
distributed Ethernet control. 
 
Method I- Centralized Host 
 
This method is the most basic method of Ethernet control.  All Ethernet 
connections are initiated by a host PC.  There is no communication between 
controller nodes, except through the host.  This architecture allows for as many 
controllers as necessary.  It is the duty of the PC programmer to manage all the 
network connections.  For this example, the Galil Active-X toolkit is used for 
controlling the communication.  This network will not function if the connection to 
the host is lost. 
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Figure 1- Centralized Host 



This method is often seen where there are large numbers of uncoordinated 
controllers, each performing a specific task.  If certain tasks require two or more 
axes of coordinated motion, multi-axis controllers are used.  If changes to the 
system are necessary, only the host program needs to change.  Figure 2 shows 
a chart of the steps necessary to set up a hypothetical 3-controller network.  
Code details are shown in detail for the noted actions. 
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Figure 2- Centralized Host Communication Block Diagram 
 

Block 1- Open and confirm link to controller 1 
Several assumptions are made about the registration of the Galil controllers 
within the PC.  All the controllers have been registered beforehand, and the order 
of the controllers in the registry corresponds to the hierarchy in the block 
diagram.  Hence controller 1 in the Galil registry is the first controller connected 
to this network. 
 
Each controller has a saved internal variable cntrlnum.  This variable can be 
queried by the host PC, to ensure the connection has been opened to the correct 
controller. 
 
Private Sub Form_Load() 
DMCShell1.DMCController = 1 'attempt connection to controller 1 in registry 
DMCShell1.DMCConnect = True 
DMCShell1.DMCCommand = "cntrlnum="  'query for cntrlnum variable 
If Val(DMCShell1.DMCResponse) <> 1 Then 
    MsgBox "Incorrect Controller", , "Controller Intialization Error" 
    DMCShell1.DMCConnect = False 'disconnect and end 
    End 
End If 
MsgBox "Connected to Controller 1", , "Controller Initialization" 
End Sub 



Block 2- Open and confirm connection to controller 2 
As with Block 1, the VB application initiates communication by opening another 
DMCShell control.  Note that a new DMCShell control needs to be added to the 
VB form for every controller.  Again, the cntrlnum variable is queried. 
 
DMCShell2.DMCController = 2 'attempt connection to controller 2 in registry 
DMCShell1.DMCConnect = True 
DMCShell1.DMCCommand = "cntrlnum="  'query for cntrlnum variable 
If Val(DMCShell1.DMCResponse) <> 2 Then 
    MsgBox "Incorrect Controller", , "Controller Intialization Error" 
    DMCShell2.DMCConnect = False 'disconnect and end 
    End 
End If 
MsgBox "Connected to Controller 2", , "Controller Initialization" 
End Sub 
 
The programmer continues to open multiple connections to all controllers.  It is 
the responsibility of the programmer to keep track of the controllers and their 
assigned  task. 
 
Block 3- Wait for ‘OK to run’ flag from all controllers 
Normally, all controllers will have a certain setup routine, whether to home the 
axes or set I/O.  An example of a Galil initialization routine can be found in 
Appendix A.  Once this routine is complete, the host PC needs to be informed.  
Actual motion and program execution can begin after the host does queries for 
the moveok variable from each controller. 
 
Private Sub Timer1_Timer() 
 
DMCShell1.DMCCommand = "moveok=" 
DMCShell2.DMCCommand = "moveok=" 
DMCShell3.DMCCommand = "moveok=" 
Text1.Text = Val(DMCShell1.DMCResponse) 
Text2.Text = Val(DMCShell2.DMCResponse) 
Text3.Text = Val(DMCShell3.DMCResponse) 
If Val(DMCShell1.DMCResponse) And Val(DMCShell2.DMCResponse) And_    

Val(DMCShell3.DMCResponse) = 1 Then 
    Timer1.Enabled = False 
    MsgBox "All controllers ready", , "Controller Initialization" 
     
End If 
 
End Sub 
 
Block 4- Initiate program execution 
With the system all ready to go, the programmer then needs to execute some 
form of motion routine.  This is the heart of the application.  In this example, the 
motion code is stored on the local controller, so all the host PC needs to do is to 
command these routines to run.  In addition, the PC logs the start of these 
routines for the later computation of cycle times. 
 
 
Private Sub Command3_Click() 
 
DMCShell1.DMCCommand = "timeold1=TIME" 



DMCShell1.DMCCommand = "XQ#SLV1PROG" 
DMCShell2.DMCCommand = "timeold2=TIME" 
DMCShell2.DMCCommand = "XQ#SLV2PROG" 
DMCShell3.DMCCommand = "timeold3=TIME" 
DMCShell3.DMCCommand = "XQ#SLV3PROG" 
End Sub 
 
Block 5- Poll for cycles complete 
This block is similar to Block 3.  The major difference is that the programmer may 
want to know the total time of the program execution.  Note that in block 4, a 
local variable was set to the TIME operand for each controller.  Once the local 
cycles are complete, the TIME value is again read, and the total time, in 
milliseconds, is stored for future reference.  For each controller, a separate timer 
is enabled.  Once all controllers return an ‘application complete’ flag, a final timer 
displays a completion message.   
 
Private Sub Timer2_Timer() 
DMCShell1.DMCCommand = "time1=TIME-timeold1" 
DMCShell1.DMCCommand = "mvdone1=" 
If Val(DMCShell1.DMCResponse) = 1 Then 
    Timer2.Enabled = False 
End If 
End Sub 
 
Private Sub Timer3_Timer() 
DMCShell2.DMCCommand = "time2=TIME-timeold2" 
DMCShell2.DMCCommand = "mvdone2=" 
If Val(DMCShell1.DMCResponse) = 1 Then 
    Timer3.Enabled = False 
End If 
End Sub 
 
Private Sub Timer4_Timer() 
DMCShell3.DMCCommand = "time3=TIME-timeold3" 
DMCShell3.DMCCommand = "mvdone3=" 
If Val(DMCShell1.DMCResponse) = 1 Then 
    Timer4.Enabled = False 
End If 
End Sub 
 
Private Sub Timer5_Timer() 
If (Timer2.Enabled = False) And (Timer2.Enabled = False) And 
(Timer3.Enabled = False) Then 
    Timer5.Enabled = False 
    MsgBox "All processes complete", , "Controller Status" 
End If 
End Sub 
 
Block 6- Close all controller handles 
It is important to correctly close any communication handles at the end of a 
session.  Without this step, the next time the PC attempts communication, the 
controllers may have residual connections that interfere with valid data. 
 
Private Sub Command1_Click() 
DMCShell1.DMCConnect = False 
DMCShell2.DMCConnect = False 
DMCShell3.DMCConnect = False 
End 
End Sub 



Method 2- Flexible-Distributed network 
 
Several Galil controllers have the ability to link up over the Ethernet into a virtual 
multi-axis controller.  The limitations of this style of network are 8 total axes, and 
limited axis coupling over the network such as coordinated motion between axes 
on separate controllers.   After setup, this method of networking can be run 
autonomously without the interaction of a host PC.   The three families that 
support this function are: 
•DMC-34x5 1-2 axes, 10Base-T  
•DMC-31x3 1-8 axes, 10Base-T  
•CDS-3310 1 axis + amplifier, 100Base-T 
Note that the network must be built with like controllers- mixing dissimilar 
controllers is not possible. 
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Figure 3- Flexible-distributed network 

 
The most common method of using this style of network is for the programmer to 
communicate to the master controller 1.  This master controller configures the 
network settings based on the serial numbers of the slave controllers.  For an in-
depth discussion on the flexible-distributed network operation, reference the User 
Manuals available at http://www.galilmc.com/literature/manuals.html 

http://www.galilmc.com/literature/manuals.html


 
Method 3- Communicate-on-demand 
 
This method is by far the most flexible.  It relies on the programmer to open and 
close connections from Galil controller to controller, any third-party IO device on 
the network, and to one or more host PCs, as necessary for the operation of the 
machine. 
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Figure 4- Network-on-demand 

 
When the programmer uses this method, there is no maximum number or type of 
Galil Ethernet controller in the system.  The only limit is that each controller can 
have a maximum of 8 Ethernet handles at any given time. 
 
Several Galil commands play an important role in this style of networking.  The 
host PC and any Galil Ethernet controller can open and communicate to any 
other controller in the network (as long as there are network connections 
available.)  For examples on communicating to a host, see method 1. 
 
IA command:  The IA sets the controller’s IP address.  This is necessary to set 
before attempting to set up a network. 



 
IH command:  The IH command opens and closes connections between valid IP 
addresses.  The programmer is also able to choose whether the connection 
should be for UDP or TCP/IP.  In addition, the _IHn operands contain valuable 
information about the state of the network. 
 
 
SA command:  The SA command allows for data to be sent out on a specific 
Ethernet handle.  The data to be sent is contained within quotation marks.  The 
_SAn operands contain the responses, if any. 
 
For more information on this style of Ethernet communication, reference 
Application Note 2435, Using the Ethernet to Communicate between Multiple 
Controllers 
 
For complete command syntax, reference the appropriate controller’s Command 
Reference 
 
Conclusion 
Galil Ethernet-based motion controllers are designed to be as flexible as 
possible.  With the right mix of controllers and I/O devices, and an intelligent 
network design, Ethernet-based networks are a reliable and economical solution 
to the challenges of multi-axis motion control.  If any questions arise in the design 
of a system, take advantage of Galil’s technical support department, available at 
1.800.377.6329 or email at support@galilmc.com. 

mailto:support@galilmc.com


Appendix A- Example Galil DMC Code 
Centralized Host Method 
The following is an example of saved Galil code stored on the controller.  Various 
subroutines are executed by the host PC. 
 
#AUTO 
cntrlnum=1;'CONTROLLER NUMBER 
moveok=0;'NOT OK TO PROCEED 
KP10;KD100;KI1;'SET GAINS 
SPX=10000;ACX=1000000;DCX=1000000;'SET PARAMETERS 
TLX=1;'SET LOW TORQUE 
#HOMEX 
HMX 
BGX 
AMX 
WT1000 
TLX=9.998;'SET MAX TORQUE 
moveok=1;'OK TO PROCEED 
EN 
#SLV1PROG 
N=0;'COUNTER 
#MOVE 
PAX=1000;BGX 
AMX 
N=N+1;'INCREMEMNT COUNTER 
JP#MOVE, N<10 
EN;'END MOVE ROUTINE 
 



Appendix B- Comparison of Network Methods 
 
Network Method Benefits Limitations 

Central Host 

Take advantage of PC's 
processing power to manage 
network 

Significant programming to 
manage network 

  
Easy to hot swap controllers within 
network 

regular network handle 
manipulation 

  Any third party device allowed   
  Unlimited axis count   
Flex. Distributed easy network setup limited to 8 axes 

  network is invisible to user 
limited networked axis 
coupling 

  some third party IO 
limited to one family of 
controllers 

Comm. on 
Command Unlimited network size 

Network can become 
confusing 

  
unlimited controller models within 
network no networked axis coupling 

  
any third party IO with ASCII or 
Modbus 

Difficult to hot swap due to 
broken network 

 


